The articles are either case studies or detailed accounts of American librarians and libraries grappling with rapid technological change. The fields covered include reference, as the title indicates; together with copyright law, government publishing and interlibrary loans. The detail of these articles is very helpful, if you are thinking of introducing email or chat reference, for example, but I got lost in the complexities of US Copyright Law, the GPO and e-government, and was tangled in the technicalities of ILL delivery systems and programs. Although I was fascinated by the article which describes how PDAs are being used in medical libraries, and I enjoyed the idea of the librarian of the future roving the library, a PDA in hand and the world at her finger-tips, I do not own a PDA and, therefore, found the many technical references intimidating. I recommend sticking to the abstracts, which do a good job of presenting the basic points of the technically dense articles, if an overview is all that is wanted. The editors have succeeded in showing both the new directions that technological change has opened up and how librarians have engaged with it.
New directions in reference
Ed by Byron Anderson Paul T Webb. In the last section, Issuesin Library Services, there are three articles: "How the GPO Got Its Groove Back... by Kathy Hathaway; "Golden Rule Reference" by Chad E. Buckley and "Reference Services in Rural Libraries" by Amanda E.
Standerfer.
The articles are either case studies or detailed accounts of American librarians and libraries grappling with rapid technological change. The fields covered include reference, as the title indicates; together with copyright law, government publishing and interlibrary loans. The detail of these articles is very helpful, if you are thinking of introducing email or chat reference, for example, but I got lost in the complexities of US Copyright Law, the GPO and e-government, and was tangled in the technicalities of ILL delivery systems and programs. Although I was fascinated by the article which describes how PDAs are being used in medical libraries, and I enjoyed the idea of the librarian of the future roving the library, a PDA in hand and the world at her finger-tips, I do not own a PDA and, therefore, found the many technical references intimidating. I recommend sticking to the abstracts, which do a good job of presenting the basic points of the technically dense articles, if an overview is all that is wanted. The editors have succeeded in showing both the new directions that technological change has opened up and how librarians have engaged with it.
I would not expect this monograph to be read from cover to cover, more likely librarians will select those articles which deal with their specific interests or problems. I have to admit, however, that I have gained much from going through the whole issue, as my attention has been directed to aspects of library services that I would normally pass over. There are plenty of new ideas and a great deal of useful information describing how various libraries have responded to change driven by the Electronic Revolution.
Virtual reference and the digitisation of resources are not the only influences which have left a significant impress on the role of reference librarian. With apologies to John Donne, "no reference librarian is an island", we are "all part of the main", the library as a whole, and the world at large. Reference librarians also need to be aware of the ways other library departments have responded to the E-Revolution and how the changes in these departments can re-write the job descriptions of reference librarians.
In examining change, the other side, that some things have stayed the same, is also mentioned. Tyckson argues, is to understand that these functions will take place in a context of more sophisticated tools, an increased demand for instruction ... and [a] greater outreach function of the librarian" p.38.
